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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) FOR COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS  
INFLUENCERS OUTREACH CAMPAIGN FOR EUROPE/US/AUSTRALIA: 
July 2013  
 
 

 

SUMMARY 
 
The  Roundtable  on  Sustainable  Palm  Oil  (RSPO),  through  the Influencer Outreach Task Force – a 

sub function of the organization’s Standing  Committee  on Communications & Claims (SC C&C), 

intends to award a contract for the development and implementation of an Influencer Outreach 

Campaign beginning with a period of one year.  

 

Details of the requirements are indicated below.  

 

Tender proposals should be directed to Anne Gabriel, RSPO Secretariat Communications Director 

and sent by e-mail to annegabriel@rspo.org (please ask for a receipt confirmation), with copy to 

RSPO Secretariat Communications Manager, Stefano Savi:  stefano.savi@rspo.org. 

 

Closing deadline for submission of proposal is 5.00pm (UK Time) on August 12 2013. There may or 

may not be a requirement for a face to face pitch presentation to the Influencer Outreach Task Force 

which comprises RSPO member companies from the various sectors. If there is one – this will be 

organized in London sometime in the month of August 2013.   

 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND 

 

The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) is an international multi-stakeholder organization 

and global certification scheme for sustainable palm oil. It was founded in 2004 in response to global 

society’s urgent and pressing call for sustainably produced palm oil. The RSPO  members  include  oil  

palm  growers  and  palm  oil  producers;  palm  oil processors  or  traders;   consumer  goods  

manufacturers;  retailers;  banks  and  investors; environmental or nature conservation NGOs; and 

social or developmental NGOs. 

 

The RSPO  is formally seated in Zurich, Switzerland;  its  secretariat  is  in  Kuala  Lumpur,  Malaysia  

and  a  liaison  office  in  Jakarta, Indonesia.   

 

In November, 2008, the first shipment of RSPO-certified sustainable palm oil reached European 

markets. Currently, RSPO certified production capacity stands at over 8 million metric tons; 

contributing to 15% global crude palm oil. Today it comprises over 1300 members from over 50 

countries around the world.   
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The RSPO’s multi-stakeholder base is mirrored in its governance. All sectors are represented in the 

Executive Board, Standing Committees and project-level Working Groups. All governance bodies aim 

for consensus decision-making. More  extensive  background  information  on  the  RSPO  can  be  

found  on  its  website, www.rspo.org and an Infographics http://www.rspo.org/en/who_is_rspo. 

 

 

STANDING COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS & CLAIMS 

 

The RSPO’s Standing Committee on Communications & Claims (SC C&C) is charged by the RSPO’s 

Executive Board to oversee the RSPO’s internal and external communication strategies and the 

carrying out of those strategies, and to provide guidance on communications and marketing to RSPO 

members. Two years ago – the RSPO launched its own Trademark into the market – more details can 

be found on its consumer website http://www.betterpalmoil.org/ 

 

 

AN INVITATION TO TENDER 

 

The RSPO invites communication specialists with extensive expertise in the following areas to 

consider participation:  

1. Influencer/stakeholder mapping with indications of key drivers for specific targets;  

2. Traditional and digital/viral outreach;  

3. Message development for respective stakeholders/influencers;  

4. Ability to simplify a complex landscape of issues, sentiments and demography across 

identified key markets;  

5. Success/outcome measurement with pre-determined KPIs  

6. Understanding of multi-stakeholder organizations in which private industry collaborates 

with government and non-governmental organizations  

7. Some level of experience in global issues such as sustainability; social issues; food security; 

poverty etc.  

8. Ability to devise strategy for distinct market environments that this campaign will be 

launched in  

9. Ability to device most cost effective yet impactful game plan  
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THE BRIEF  

 

1. General Landscape: 

  

The production and consumption of sustainable palm oil is the subject of a debate which is gaining 

more and more traction in Europe and globally – in political, NGO and business circles and 

increasingly at consumer level. These discussions are taking place in both the traditional media 

environment as well as increasingly on social media platforms.  

Most end consumers may not be fully informed or aware of what palm oil is. They have little 

knowledge on which products palm oil can be found in; where and how oil palm is grown; what 

sustainable palm oil is; on whether sustainable standards are trustworthy; unsure of what all the 

fuss is about, etc.  

 

As a result – they get the general feeling that something is not right about palm oil but are not well 

informed of the specific details. In addition to this – the negative buzz surrounding palm oil 

combined with the lack of any positive proactive communications with end consumers triggers an 

immediate reaction towards boycotting palm oil altogether. Some research have shown that 

products that have visibly labelled “no palm oil’ on their packaging have seen a spike in sales. 

However – there are consumer segments that are well informed and those that have some level of 

knowledge and awareness. The bandwidth on the level of awareness amongst consumers is very 

broad.  

 

In some markets like France, the Nordics, Australia or the European Union in general, policies have 

either been considered or implemented in line with deforestation; labelling or anti palm oil 

directions.  

 

Key questions that are often asked and should be clearly responded by this campaign include:  

 What is palm oil?  

 What is sustainable palm oil? Can palm oil be sustainable? 

 What options and tools do we have to fight against deforestation and wild life protection? 

 Is the RSPO and its standard effective? Is it believable? Is it simply a green wash?  

 What are the other options out there? If there is no RSPO, then what?  

 What role can consumers play?   

 Should we stop using palm oil and move to alternatives? Why not? 
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2. Key markets:  

o Tier 1: Norway; Sweden; France; Belgium; Germany   

o Tier 2: UK; Italy; US; Australia  

o Tier 3: Netherlands; Spain  

 

The weightage on priority markets above is based on the intensity of the debate on palm oil in the 

respective markets rather than the consumption volume; while the latter remains an important 

consideration in the overall campaign as well.  

 

The emphasis on individual markets can be refined based on new developments, policies or 

announcements in any of these markets as the campaign runs. This will have to be monitored 

closely. Language versatility should be considered for the Tier 1 markets.  

 

3. Target market for the campaign:  

 

Due to the complexity of the broad consumer market segment combined with the fact that the RSPO 

has no consumer affinity or relationship due to its business to business nature – it has been decided 

that the consumer outreach campaign should be targeted at influencers of the consumer. The 

consumers in this context would cover a broad segment of shoppers that are pro, neutral or agnostic 

over the topic of sustainable palm oil and the role they play in it.  

 

By definition – an ‘influencer’ are individual/s or group/s that have influence over potential buyers 

and often described as being:  

• A range of third parties who exercise influence over the organization and its potential 

customers.  

• A third party who significantly shapes the customer's purchasing decision, but may never be 

accountable for it. 

• A person who has a greater than average reach or impact through word of mouth in a 

relevant marketplace. 

 Those that are very engaged in discussions related to the specific subject matter – in this 

case sustainability of palm oil   
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Due to the fact that we currently have existing outreach initiatives and communications consultants 

that target industry players (member organizations; national commitments); as well as government 

and policy makers; the list below covers those that are not systematically covered in any campaign 

currently led by the RSPO:   

 

Social media dialogue: 

i. Environmental bloggers  

ii. Food bloggers 

iii. Influential tweeters and Facebook profiles  

Associations & Interest groups:  

i. Global & National level Zoos   

ii. Consumer associations  

iii. NGOs 

Media:  

i. Mainstream media – consumer reach  

ii. Online media – consumer reach  

Individuals:  

i. Academic Community   

 

 

As part of this campaign – the agency will expected to consider specific messaging; materials or 

initiatives that can be spearheaded by member companies whether it is on their respective websites, 

etc.  

 

4. Messaging:  

 

To establish strategic and relevant messaging with the individual influencer group that resonates 

with the specific target end consumer. This should include:  

 Driving awareness of the RSPO and what it stands for.  

 Convey the sustainability story – where it comes from; what it has protected or conserved, 
feel good positive stories.  

 The RSPO Trademark as an important consumer reference point on packs for reassurance 
that one is buying products that palm oil which is sustainably produced. This messaging 
should help motivate more Europe based companies to adopt the RSPO Trademark in line 
with the upcoming Food Labeling Bill in November 2014.  
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5. Importance of synergy with the other European based campaigns:  

 

Due to the increasing sentiments in the European market – is it is highly critical that this RSPO led 

campaign works in accordance (in the form of either synergy or response) to the other campaigns 

that are being conceived which will be implemented about the same time.  

 

A calendar of events should be obtained from:  

 European Sustainable Palm Oil Alliance (EPOA) 

 European Sustainability Palm Oil Advocacy Group (ESPOAG) 

 French Alliance for sustainable palm oil 

 National commitments 

 Consumer campaigns by member companies: i.e. WWF; Ferrero 

 

Apart from the compilation of a calendar of pro-sustainable palm oil campaigns and events, critical 

also to keep track of any negative campaigns and events against which the RSPO may want to 

release a response.  

 

A consideration can be built into the campaigns for RSPO member companies to take a lead in some 

strategically identified initiatives to increase efficacy and impact.   

 

 

6. Scope of work and deliverables: 

 

I. To develop a comprehensive influencer mapping diagram (with a mechanism for ranking) and 

specific messaging, tools and platforms that will work with the individual groups of people  

II. To device the most effective strategy to connect with this group of influencers by:  

a. Identifying influencers, and ranking them in order of importance 

b. To increase awareness of the RSPO within the influencer community 

c. Using influencers to increase market awareness of the RSPO amongst consumers 

d. Converting influencers into advocates of the RSPO and sustainable palm oil 

III. Timeline to be presented for planning to deployment 

IV. Detailed Budget to be presented – with special consideration that the RSPO is a not for profit 

association  

V. A list of clear pre-determined KPIs to be identified for campaign measurement.  

VI. Key hands-on team members and their experience and consistent commitment through the first 

year of the campaign  

VII. Credentials of similar influencer outreach campaigns with measurable impact of communication 

towards stakeholders in these specified markets. 

 

The vendor will report to the RSPO Communications team at RSPO Secretariat in Kuala Lumpur 

together with the Influencer Campaign Task Force.  
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EVALUATION AND AWARD PROCESS 

 

All proposals submitted will be evaluated by the Influencer Campaign Task Force based on the 

following criteria: 

 

 The depth and details in the influencer mapping; 

 The quality of the messaging for each group; 

 The communications strategy and tools used by influencers to the consumers; 

 Strategic quality and creativity of the proposal;  

 Clear call for action that is measurable;  

 The service provider’s track record and profile;  

 Expertise of the team members  

 The provider’s price quote in relation to its proposed activities and any special arrangements 

that considers the not-for-profit status of the RSPO. 

 

 

POINT OF CONTACT 

 

All questions and other communications related to this assignment shall be directed to Anne Gabriel, 

RSPO Communications Director (annegabriel@rspo.org) and/or Stefano Savi, RSPO Communications 

Manager (stefano.savi@rspo.org).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- End -  
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